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FULTON TO BE IN
-1 1951 KITTY LEAGUE

LOCAL STUDENTS
ARE'BEST GROOMED'

NOV. 28TH IS DAY
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To Be One of Finest

ELKS CLUB PLANS
MEMORIAL SERVICE

KY. DAM BRIDGE
TO BE DEDICATED
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Sawyer Misses, But Kids Come Thru Creative Tests
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STUDENTS GET 'TIME
Off'FOR BEHAVIOR

Jr"-Yes! We Are Participating IA The Fulton Merchants' Trade Promoticn

CHRISTMAS IS
Only 5 Weeks Away
Now Is The Time To

LAY AWA
Your choice for Gifts. A small down payment will hold any item in our
store. Pay a little each week. It's the Easy Way To Gift—Giving.

SELECT NOW!LOOK/OVER THESE GIFT IDEAS!
Radios
Toasters
Phonographs
Table Lamps
Record Albums
Dish Sets
Electric Clocks
Pressure Cookers
Boudoir Lamps
Bed Lamps
Heating Pads
Silverware

'The Fulton News—
Friday, Nov. 24, 1950

I PUBLIC HEALTH I
TOPICS
;

Rabbit hunting is usually
dangerous only to the rabbit, but
It may also be a source of danger
to the hunter if proper precautions are not taken.

"Rabbit fever", as tularemia is
often called, can cause illness and
even death to its victim. Since no
satisfactory mehtod of immunization is yet available, it is particularly important that care
avoid infecshould be taken to
tion.
Certain preventive measures
should be obserled at all times.
!Rubber gloves should always be
worn, when dressing rabbits; a
rabbit should always be shot on
the run, never if it can caught
sitting; throw the carcass away
if, upon examination, small white
or grayish spots are seen on the
rabbit's liver; hands should be
kept away from the face whenever handling wild rabbits; never
handle a wild rabbit which has
dead or which has
been found
been brought in by a dog or cal;
cook rabbits thoroughly, so that
no red meat or red blood remains.
Thorough cooking of the meat destroys the germs.
If these precautions are observed there is no reason why fear
of tularemia should be allowed
to interfere with.anyone's enjoyment of rabbit
meat, which is
nutritious.
rabbit is the
Although wild
principal source of tularemia,
, other animals, such as ground
squirrels, opossums, chipmunks
and procupines, may be infected.
; However, the largest number of
, cases occur during the rabbit season, which
indicates that wild
, rabbits are responsible for most
' of the tularemia in the state. Dur-

ling 1949 a total of 10 cases was.
I reported in Kentucky.
Further information regarding
tularemia may be obtained from
your family physician or from the
Fulton County
Health Department.
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KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS

Thanksgiving
Of all the thrills compounded in
the word Thanksgiving, %%Nth is
the greatest? The roast turkey,
stuffed with fragrant chestnut
and oyster dressing? The aunts
and cousins wreathed in a golden
net of sentient? The generous
slabs of mince pie crowned by
hard sauce and packed with all
the scented mysteries of a fine
Kentucky kitchen?
It is the thankfulness—the bond
of this most American of holidays—that makes it one of Kentucky's most glorious traditions.

ROCK SPRINGS
'Nettie Lee Copelen
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brown, R. A.
and Bobby Brown have returned
from Detroit where
they have
been employed.
. Mr. and Mrs. Elnloore Copelen,
Marie and Mrs. Nora
Copelen
spent Thursday
with Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Green.
Mrs. Colen Brown and Phillip
are visiting
relatives in Evansville, Ind,
Mrs. Ora Elliott visited Mr. and
Mrs. Bob
Veatch and
family
Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Nora Copelen and Martha
Kay spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Prince
near
Pryorsburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
and Marie spent Saturday night
and Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. I
Billy Green of Martin.

Yes,and beer is a tradition
In Kentucky, tool
Like Thanksgiving, BEER BELONGS in Kentucky. And
Thanksgiving Day has its moments when friend and neighbor
join in a friendly draft of beer,
the beverage of moderation.

Copyright 1950, Kentucky Division, U. S. Brewers Foundation
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Electric Irons
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POWER PLANT

Dormyer and Sunbeam
Electric Mixers.

with2pou6pe41Ea

%ND

MANY OTHER FINE
GIFT IDEAS.
SHOP WITH US TODAY!

Rushing into the cylinder, the fuel charge
strikes the Turbo-Top piston—swirls into a tiny cyclone of terrific
turbulence that gives a mighty power-oush to the ignited fuel.
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MIS WEErS HIT PARADE ON RECORDS 24- HOUR SERVICE
POPULAR:
HILBILLY•
RADIO
1.
Harbor Lights

2. All My Love
3. Nevertheless
4. Good Night Irene
5. Thinking of You
6. A Bushel and a Peck
7. Mona Lisa
8. La Vie En Rose
9. An Orange colored sky
10. Can Anyone Explain

I. I'm Mov in' On (Hank
Snow)
2. Love Mug Itch (Eddie
Arnold)
3. Remember Me (Stuart
Hamblen)
4. I'll never be free (Fitzgerald-Jordan
5. Goodnight Irene (E.
Tubb, Red Foley)
6. A Bushel and a Peck
(Hutton-Como)
7. If You've got the money, I've got the time. (L.
Friazell)
8. Cincinnati Dancing Pig
(Red Foley)
9. Why don't you love Me
(H. Williams)
10. Daddy's
Last
Letter
(Tex Ritter)

REPAIR
In today - - out tomorrow!
Complete line of
TUBES.
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

I

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

ERE you behold the up-to-

the-minute version of a
H
high-compression engine that

Today's Buick engine is not
simply a valve-in-head. It's a
Fireball — which means that it
uses fuel-saving,power-peaking
principles that are found in no
other motorcar on America's
highways.

has taught a whole industry
something about fuel efficiency.
Fact is, Buick pioneered the
deep-breathing valve-in-head
engine 47 years ago—and thus
blazed a trail that aircraft "This is all very well," you say,
engines—and more recently "but what does it do for me?"
automobile engines—have folMister, that's what we'd like to

lowed.

But don't let that ancient lineage fool you.

show you.1
Come settle yourself at the

graceful Buick wheel. Gently
press the handy gas treadle—and
feel this spry and mighty motor
come to life.
Then head for the open road,
and discover what a whale of a
lot of fun it can be to have Fireballs under your hood.
Better come in soon, and get
acquainted with the engine—
and the automobile—that have
won more than 200,000 owners
of other cars to 1950 Buicks.
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No other motorcar engine can match these features

list
int

TURBO-TOP piston heads roll the incoming
charge of fuel into a whirling "Fireball"

bored and double-honed for p•rf•ct
dimensioning

DUREX BEARINGS preside •nsarpast•d
bearing life

ani
Cot

MICROPOISE BALANCING after assembly
1
4 of an "ounce.
keeps Buick engines within /
inch" of perfect balance

HI-POISED MOUNTINGS cradle the engine
for smoother action

CYLINDERS are individually cooled to prevent distortion

FLEX-FIT RINGS snug up against cylinder
walls, increase oil economy

FLITEWEIGHT PISTONS combine lightness
with hardness and strength

CYLINDER BLOCKS are super-precision-

MilMTN

roux paws

entrifffiffiek
YOUR KEY TO GREATER VAWE

Tune In HENRY .1. TAYLOR, ABC Network, every Monday •Y•ainkt•
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Fulton, Ky

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street
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BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224 - 228 Fourth Street
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL WUILD

Fulton, Kentucky
THEM

tab
ha,

up,
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FARM

Long Terms
Low Cost
Quick Service

LOANS

INSURANCE
ATKINS, HOLIvIAN & FIELDS
Fulton, Kentucky
••••

Northwest Weakley
County News

ing Mr. and Mrs. Guy Finch for
the past few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Anderson 1ROSENBLOOM
Mrs. Roy Watts
had as their weekend
guests;
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Taylor
of their daughter and family, Mr. KS(C
Detroit are visiting relatives here and Mrs. Cecil Alderdice (..f Mayfor a few days and are
taking field.
Mrs. Taylor's mother and daddy,
Mr. and Mrs. George liaygood
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Holmes
of and baby have
returned home
Sedal'a, back to Detroit to spend from Texas
and were able to atthe winter.
tend church at Oak Grove Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Williams
Harold Muzzall and wife drove
moved Friday to the
Barkley
Parrish place on East State Line. over to Paducah last week and
had X-rays made of his foot he
' Roy Watts and Theron Jones cut so badly some time ago.
got through
Mr. and Mrs. Weldon King and
stripping tobacco
last week.
daughter, Sarah, have gone
to
Mrs. Ruth Finch has been visit- Bowling
Green to visit
their
daughter, Mrs. Caroline Buckett
and family.
Willard
Thompson was taken
Dr. H.W.Connaughton to the hospital in Memphis last
week but at this writing we don't
know his address.
Veterinary Service
Brother Bradstield had dinner
Phone 807-R
with Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Nelson
Sunday.
or Call 70

NEW
PRESIDENT

Friday, Nov. 24, 1950-The Fulton News-
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FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low
as $99.54
are always a part of our service.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

7

TELEPHONE

The best ambulance service at my hour, day or might.
Air-conditioned ckapet.
-MEMBER-KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

Graduate Veterinarian

THE KINGDOM OF GOD IS AT HAND
5

1

The Acts of the Apostles,
holden of it.
CHAPTER TWO.
25. For David speaketh conAnd when the day of Pente- cerning him, I foresaw
the
cost was fully come, they were Lord always before my face:
all with one
accord in one for he is on my right hand,
place.
that I should not be moved:
2. And suddenly there came
26. Therefore did my heart
a sound from heaven, as of a rejoice, and my tongue
was
rushing mighty wind, and it glad; moreover also my flesh
filled all the house where they shall rest in hope:
were sitting.
27. Because thou wilt not
3. And there appeared unto leave my soul in hell, neither
them cloven tongues, like as of wilt thou
stiffer thine Holy
fire, and it sat upon each
of One to see corruption.
them;
22. Thou hast made known
4. And they were -ell filled to me the ways of life; thou
with the Holy Ghost, and be- shalt make me full of joy with
gan to speak with other tong- thy countenance.
ues, as the Spirit gave them ut29. Men and brethern, let me
terance.
freely speak unto you of the
5. And there were dwelling patriarch David that he
is
Jews, devout both dead and buried, and his
at Jerusalem
men, out of every nation un- sepulchre is with us unto this
der heaven.
day.
ff. Now when this was noised
30. Therefore
being a proabroad, the multitude came to- phet, and
knowing that Gad
gether, and were confounded, had sworn with an oath to him,
because that every man heard that of the fruit of his loins,
them speak in his own langu- according to the
he
flesh,
age.
would raise up Christ, to sit on
7. And they were all amaz- his throne;
ed, and marvelled, saying one
31. He, seeing this
before,
to another, Behold, are not all snake of the resurrection
of
these which speak Galilaeans? Christ, that his soul was not
8. And how hear we every left in hell, neither his flesh
man in our own tongue, where- did see corruption.
we were born?
32. This Jesus
God
hath
9. Parthians, and Medes, and raised up, whereof we all are
Flamites, and the dwellers in witnesses.
Mesopotamia, and in
Judaea.
33. Therefore, being by the
Cappadocia, in
Pontus, and right hand of God exalted, and
Asia.
having received of the Father
10. Phrygia. and Pamphylia, the promise of the Holy Ghost,
in Egypt, and in the parts of he hath shed forth this, which
Libya about Cyrene, and ye now see and hear.
strangers of Rome, Jews and
34. For David is not ascendproselytes,
ed into the heavens; but he
11. Cretes and Arabians, we saith himself, the LORD said
do hear them
speak in our unto my Lord, Sit thou on my
tongues the wonderful works right hand,
of God.
35. Until I
make thy foes
12. And they were all amaz- thy footstool.
doubt,
were
ed, and
in
saying
36. Therefore let
all
the
one to another, What meaneth house of Israel know assuredthis?
ly, that God hath made that
13. Others, mocking, said, same Jesus,
whom ye have
full
These men
of new crucified, both
are
Lord
and
wine.
Christ.
14. But Peter, standing up
37. Now when
they heard
with the eleven, lifted up his this, they were pricked in their
voice, and said unto them. Ye heart, and said unto Peter and
men of Judaea, and all ye that to the rest of the apostles, Men
dwell at Jerusalem, be this and brethern, what shall we
known unto you, and hearken do?
to my words:
38. Then Peter said
unto
15. For these are not drunk- them, Repent, and be baptized
en, as ye suppose, seeing it is every one of you in the name
but the third hour of the day. of Jesus Christ, for the remis16. But this is that which sion of sins, and ye shall reprophet ceive the
was spoken by the
gift of the
Holy
Joel:
Ghost.
17. And it shall come to pass
39. For the promise is unto
In the last days, saith God, I you, and to your children, and
will pour out of my Spirit up- to all that are afar off, even as
on all flesh; and your sons and many as the Lord our God
your daughters shall prophesy, shall call.
40. And with
and your young men shall see
many other
visions, and your old men shall words did he testify and exhort, saying, Save yourselves
dream dreams:
18 And on my servants and from this untoward
generI will ation.
on my hand-maidens
41. Then they that
pour out, in those days, of my
gladly
shall pro- received his words were bapthey
Spirit; and
phesy:
tized: and the same day there
19. And I will shew wonders were added unto them about
in heaven above, and signs in three thousand souls
42. And
they
the earth beneath; blood, and
continued
stedfastly in the apostles' docfire. and vapour of smoke:
20. The sun shall be turned trine and fellowship, and
in
moon breaking of
bread, and in
into darkness, and the
into blood, before that great prayers.
43. And fear
came
and notable day of the Lord
upon
every soul: and many wonders
come:
21. And it shall come to pass, and signs were done by the
that whosoever shall call on the apostles.
44. And all that
name of the Lord, shall be savbelieved
were together, and had
all
ed.
22. Ye men of Israel, hear things common;
45. And sold
their possesthese words: Jesus of Nazaparted
reth, a man approved of God sions and goods, and
miracles and them to all men, as every man
among you by
wonders arid signs, which God had need.
of
46. And
they, continuing
did by him, in the midst
also daily with one accord in the
yourselves
you, as ye
temple, and
breaking bread
know:
23. Him, being delivered by from house to house, did eat
the determinate counsel and their meat with gladness and
foreknowledge of God, ye have singleness of heart.
47. Praising God, and havtaken, and by wicked hands
ing favour with all the people.
have crucified and slain:
hath raised And the Lord
added to the
24. Whom God
up, having loosed the pains of church daily such as should be
not, saved.
because it was
death:
be
-LUBIN GRISSOM
possible that he should

Sidney Rosenblum
Fortitude I take to be the quiet
possession of a man's self, and an
The
Kentucky. Society for
I undisturbed doing his duty whatCrippled
Children has elected
ever evils beset, or dangers lie in
Sidney Rosenblum its president
Ithe way.-John Locke.
to succeed Davis E. Geiger, who
recently became 'president-elect
of the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults.
Mr. Rosenblum and other officers were elected at the annual
meeting of the Society last TA eek
That old truss with harness of leather,
in Lexington held in connection
THROW AWAY elastic,
straps, belts.
with the formal dedication of the
IT'S HERE - THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
$600,000 convalescent home
for
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
crippled children and the namApproved by Doctors-Acclaimed by actual wearers as world's
ing of the home. The home was
greatest discovery for rupture - Last Indefinitely - Always
named Cardinal Hill from a l'st
Clean - No Odors - Featherweight
of more than 3,000 submitted in
Phone 70-428
a contest conducted by the Ken408 Lake Street
tucky Press Association.
Winner of the $10 prize was
Next to Fulton Bank
Fulton, Ky.
Mrs. James Clifton Young
of
Versailles, whose entry was submitted through the
Lexington
Herald-Leader.
Mrs.
Young's
name and that of the newspaper
is to be on a plaque in the hospital.
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

You can't by

RUPTURE

Quick-drying, lustrous, IIIAIresistant finish for furniture and
woodwork - easy to"
keep clean and bright.,

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Paints-Glass-Wall Papers

CITY DRUG CO.

OES
WHEN A COLD STUFFS YOU UP!
PEEA4010,Cfri/6c
from coughing spasms, stuffiness
with every single breath!
Here's a special way to relieve the
worst miseries of colds with the same
Vicks VapoRub that brings such grand
results when you rub it on ... it's Vicks
VapoRub in steam!
Every single breath you take carries
VapoRub's combination of time-proved
medications deep into cold-congested
large bronchial tubes to bring you glorious relief!
Then, rub Vicks VapoRub on throat,
chest and back. It works for hours to
keep up relief!

So easy! . . . So effective!
Just put some VapoRub in•
vaporizer or bowl of boiling
water (as shown in pkg.).
Then breathe in the vapors
Relief comes in a hurry!
World's best-known home remedy to relieve miseries of colds!

MISS JOANN SMITH
WEDS EUGENE BARD
IN FLORIDA NOV. 12
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith of •
Fulton announce the marriage of
their daughter, Joan, to Eugene
Bard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Bard also of Fulton.
The single ring ceremvy was
performed at the home of Mr.,
and Mrs. Connie P.
Adams in
Lake City, Florida with Mr.
a
officiating on Sunday mornAd-1ms
ing, November 12.
For her
wedding the bride
chose a lovely brown and
blue
checked wool suit with
black
accessories. She wore a beautiful
white orchid.
Among those
attending
the •
ceremony were the
parents of
bride and groom and the bride's
aunt, Mrs. John Farabough.
Immediately
following their
wedding the couple left on
a
honeymoon to Silver Springs and
other points of interest in Florida.
They are at
home to their
I friends at 103 Fourth Street, Fulton.

a better
household
enamel
,

210 CHURCH STREET

PHONE 909

GETFULT
YOURON'S
SHARE1
OF
GENEROSITY
ASK YOUR
FULTON
MERCHANT
FOR THE
DETA1L$

TRADE IN FULTON: 11 PAYS

THE OLDSMOBILE HROCKET"
USES GASOLINE AVAILABLE
EVERYWHERE TODAY-AIN USES LESS OF
•

•

Action phis economy! That's what Oldsmobile's"Rocket" Engine
means to over half-a-million enthusiastic owners! They're
thrilled by the "Rocket's" flashing performance-amazed at the
gas-saving qualities of this remarkable high-compression
power plant! And the "Rocket"%se proved the efficiency of
the high-compression principle-operating with gasoline available
everywhere today! Drive Oldsmobile's "Rocket 88"the gas they sell at your favorite filling station. In one
hundred yards, the "Rocket" will prove itself-to you/

DRIVE THE
SENSATIONAL
"ROCKET"

SEE

YOUR

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILE

Otimmoiar Trydra-Mmir Mime
ova...1 et eve.car ••• el sail._

OLOSMOBILE
A GMIERAL MOTORS VAIL!

DEALER

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 210 East StateLine

•

Mr. and Mrs. Harold McRae of
1 come just to the sal, t,.. the bo4-1 Murray spent the weekend with
.
torn of the apron, or to the floor.' their parents in Fulton.
Memphis were weekend guests in
It is desirable to cover all of the
of the home of her mother, Mrs. J.
Miss Annie' Watt Smith
The
wrociwo-'- Or none of it
L. Jones, Sr., on Eddir.gs Street
Interests
former
the
Bard,
Eugene
Mrs.
Palestine Homemakers
The
how to Memphis spent the weekend with
demonstrated
1Niders
Club met Friday November 17 Miss Joann Smith, was compli- mitre corners and how to sew on her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
Phone 470 for Job Printing
Smith on Jackson Street.
in an all day meeting at the club mented with a miscellaneous bri- ruffles.
dal shower given at the One And
house.
Mrs. Copeland read an interestThursday ing letter from her pen-friend
project lesson. All Club house last
major
The
—4-- HOME NEWS
—4-- CLUES
SOCIETY
Fara- who lives in
"Selecting and Constructing Cur- afternoon by Mrs. John
Moonhill House,
Phone 926
tains and Drapery" was given by bough.
Shepherd's Well, England.
rItf
covered
was
which
table,
The
and Mrs.
Verhine
Mrs. John
Roberts, landMrs. Herman
a
with
cloth
white
snow
a
with
F.:rand Stroud.
cape leader, said that November
William Knight
bride and groom stand- is the last time to
Drink Lots of
MISS CHARLOTTE 1VISEMAN
transplant
Mrs. Verb me suggested in her miniature
a
beneath
JR.
center
the
ANKERBRAND,
in
ing
AND W. F.
for
trees, shrubs and perennials. AlThe lovely young bride chose notes she presented, that
at
placed
was
rainbow
SUNDAY
beautiful
WED IN MISS., ON
so that all old plants should be
very sheer mafor her wedding a striking model glass curtains
the east end of the room.
cleaned up and burned to keep
with which terial, such as oil, net, organdy,
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Wiseman of of orchid taffeta
rows for down insects.
in
placed
were
Chairs
be used.
Fulton announce the marriage of she wore black velvet accessor- dotted swiss and lawn,
wedding which was
mock
the
Mrs.
Recreation was led by
in
These materials will fall
their daughter, Charlotte Ann of ies. She wore a corsage of white
presented by the following charsoft folds and make lovely cur- acters: bride, Mrs. Robert Batts; Reginald Williamson in the abFulton, to W. F. Ankerbrand, Jr., gardenias.
+ TASTY
tains. She also said they may be groom Mrs.-John Colley; preach- sence of the leader. Mrs. Williamof Memphis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ankerbrand is a graduate
group in
playing
W. F. Ankerbrand of Palm Beach, of Fulton High in the class of ruffled or tucked, tied back or er, Mrs. Alvie Williams; bride's son led the
+ REFRESHING
"Balloon
to hang straight and to be used mother, Mrs. L. D. Brooks; bride's , "Nuts to Crack" and
Florida.
1949 and attended Miller-HawAmerica,
The father, Mrs. Barney Speight; re-'Race" and in singing
with or without drapery.
Memin
College
Business
+ ECONOMICAL
The ceremony was performed kins
three lengths she gave for curJohn Fara- I The Beautiful and Homemakers
suitor, Mrs
in Hernando, Miss., Sunday, Nov- phis. At present she does con- tains are even with the window jected
Poo song.
Mae
Bessie
Mrs.
ushers,
bough;
in
Station
WHHM
for
+ CONVENIENT
ember 19. The only Mtendants tinuity
members and
Twenty-three
sill, at the top of the baseboard Goulder and Mrs. Joe Johnston.
LOcharn and Memphis.
were Miss PoRy
The
one visitor were present.
or just even with the floor.
Mrs. Elmer McNatt won the
visitor, Mrs. Edwin
Harrison,
The groom is a pharmacist at
to rolling pin contest.
Mrs. Stroud showed how
joined the club.
a green's Drug in Memphis.
ich as Croesus
make straight or ruffled curtains
Little Miss Carolyn Colley rode
NO OTHER DRINK
Pure as snow
the
made for
Plans were
make a beautiful rainbow
to
how
decorated
demonstrated
and
their
snake
will
couple
The
cream
our
Try
dinner.
The
Christmas
members
mitered corners for curtains.
tricycle, pulling a trailer filled
home in Memphis.
GIVES YOU SO MUCH
You'll say it's so.
Nugent led 28 1 with gifts in
Mattie
Mrs.
front of Mr. and drew names for Christmas gifts
gift suggave
each
and
member
members and five visitors in the Mrs. Bard, who were seated in
HUNTER TWINS
recreation.
front of the table. There were a- gestions.
ENTERTAINED ON
The Christmas meeting will be
Plans were made for a "family bout 75 present to enjoy the uniSIXTH BIRTHDAYS
at Breezy Crest, home of
Mrs.
night" Christmas party and for que program of the afternoon.
Harold
Mrs. Clarence Jenkins. Mrs.
Homemakers to exchrnge -The hostess, assisted by
The twin sons of Mr. and Mrs. the
Ray Hunter, Chris Ray and John gifts at the next meeting. Each Walter Davis, Mrs. John Kille- Copeland will be co-hostess.
on member is to bring gift not cost- brew. Mrs. King Rose. Mrs. Sam
Kay Hunter, were honored
The Food Steele and
PHONE 813
their sixth birthdays Tuesday ing over 50 cents.
Mrs. Cleatus WilPERSONALS
Christmas banks, served a delicious sandthe
with a delightful party given at Committee for
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Roy
TayMilton'
Nligent.
Street.
Norman
Mattie
Mrs.
their home on
party is
wich plate about four o'clock.
lor and.baby left Monday for a
The children were served ice Mrs. Ora Thompson and Mrs. Roy. Those who were not present
Surprisin• how
but sent gifts were: Mrs. G. B. short visit with their uncle, Roy
much smarter folks
cream and cake and chocolate Bard.
For the Master Farmer Ban- Butterworth, Mrs. Montas Moore, P. Shelton and family of Vicksget when prices
milk. The table held two beautireturn
the Mrs. Bob Brown, Mrs. J. T. Bur- burg, Miss. They will
ore high. Instead
fully decorated cakes, one at each quet to be held Dec. 1 at
of buying tons of costly gadgets,,
Church in Fulton row, Mrs. John D. B'urrow, Mrs. home on Wednesday and will be
with Presbyterian
cake was iced
Each
end.
more and more thrift-minded shopbrother.
names of the each member donated part of the George Batts, Mrs. F. A. Homra. accompanied by their
white, with the
pers ore giving practical, mobilo
YOU CAN BE PROUD TO GIVE!
Usrey, Mrs. H. B. Joe Wilson Taylor, who is atMrs. Finis
with food.
boys in pink and topped
dungarees. And the overwhelms's
tending
at
school
reChamberlain
reading
interesting
Parks.
very
A
Herman
Houston, Mrs.
lighted green candles.
favorite in dungarees is Happy fact
Gibson,
on "Cuba" was given by Mrs. Burch Moon, Mrs. Kelley Hunt Academy at Port
for boys and men ... Happy Jill
The guests sang "Happy Birth- port
Mrs. P.' F. Jones, Mrs. Orian Winstead and Miss., who will spend the Thanksfor girls and women. Tom con buy
Browder.
Gus
'Mrs.
and John. Favors
Chris
to
day"
giving holidays with his parents,
floppy Jacks and Happy Jill, at
Mrs. Mrs. O'Neal Jones.
helped
King, president,
or sandy, wrapped in red cellostores everywhere, and thousands of
Mr. and Mrs.- Roy D. Taylor of
Browder with the report on Cuphane and little guns were given
smart folks ... more lhon over be.
Crutchfield, Route 2.
ba, since she has just returned VICTORY HOMEMAKERSfore in history—are doing On, that,
each little guest.
•
there.
HAVE MEETING NOV. 21
'Everett Rose of Dukedom has
The boys received many nice from
Mrs. Bertha McLeod, Home
HAPPY JILL
gifts.
The selecting and constructing been ill in the Baptist Hospital
the
showed
Agent.
Demonstration
for room. & girb
Those attending were: Vyron
th- in Memphis.
Nations flag. Curtains was explained to
United
Sewell, Phillip club the
Mitchell, Bill
Mr. and Mrs. Erl Sensing of
Homeby Mrs. J. 0. members of the Victory
made
was
'that
Merryman, Lynn Still, Tom Carmakers Club by the major project
Hickman.
of
Johnson
ney, Joyce Owens, Ann Bowers,
CopelAd
Visitors were Mrs. Hoyt Grif- leaders, Mrs. Harold
Faye Crocker, Gary Lannon, Judy
Mrs. and Mrs. Erwin Bard. The club
fin, Mrs. H. W. Duncan,
Owens, Sue Owens, Paul Homra,
Tuesday, Nov. 21 in the
Gissin met
Miss Lola
Marilyn Leroy Beard,
Ouida Thompson and
home of Mrs. E. E. Mount with
Gissin.
Ruby
Miss
and
Homra of Steele, Mo.
A pot-luck lunch was served at the assistance of Mrs. L. A. Clifnoon, with Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, ton.
The material for glass curtains
Burnette and Mrs.
Mrs. Clyde
should be very sheer. They may
Richard Mobley, as hostesses.
allowed to hang
ruffled,
Friday - Saturday
be
straight or tied back and may be
BETTY CAROL WILSON
drapery.
2—
BIG HITS —2
used with cr without
HONORED AT BIRTHDAY
White, oft-White or ecru are the
PARTY LAST SATURDAY
colors.
most pleasing
No. 1
,
Betty Carol Wilson was honor'/ASHINGTON MFG. CO.
Separate rods are used for the
IRONUL
ed with a birthday party on her draperies..
$l $5.93—
_
fifth birthday Saturday given by
The lapril of, the curtains is
kr., aro**
her- grandmother, Mrs. Lee especia
_important. They may
Henry.
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MRS. EUGENE BARD
HONORED WITH BRIDAL
SIIOWER ON THURSDAY

PALESTINE: HOMEMAKERS
ENJOY ALL-DAY MEETING
LAST FRIDAY, NOV. 17

!

FOR WOMEN

Half- 'inilsAii)

Mr.
St. Lo
Mr. or
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Mr.
urant
Mrs. 1
Clara
shopp:
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death
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CO.
PURE MILK
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fa-A Gift

This month's featured
sterling pattern

!MPHEUM

BENNETT ELECTRIC

1510 ON YOUR DIAL
217 Mats

Open A Dotty Budget Accotmt

14th ANNIVERSARY

1

and
Those enjoying the fun
tA11 'play along with the ice cream
were the following
and cake
guests: Jerry Drace, Billie Gene
and Jimmie Daughtery, Melody
PaArm Brundidge, Larry and
and
tricia White, Alvin Jene
David Wayne Damron of Memphis, Betty Carol Pruitt, Sandra
Holt, the honoree and her little
brother, Danny and Bart Wilson.

FALL VA go,
DRESSES

Betty Carol
nice gifts.

received

anmy

Safer Cough RelifPs

stop
When new drugs or old fail todelay.
your cough or chest cold don't
helpCreomulsion contains only safe,
no narful, proven ingredients and
It
cotics to disturb nature's process. to
goes right to the seat of the trouble
tenraw,
heal
aid nature soothe and membranesder, inflamed bronchial
Guaranteed to please you or druggist
refunds money. Creomulsion has stood
the ttst of many millions of users.
relieves

—PLUS—

FOR CLEARANCE

REGULARLY $12.98 AND $14.98

Beautifully Designed to Give You the
MOST HEAT at Greater SAVINGS!
Check These Comfort-f;i%ing Money-Saving Advantages For Yourself.
1. Beautiful Enamel Finish
Easy to Keep Sparklingly
Clean.
2. Fast, Controllable Heat,
Holds Fire Overnight.
3. Large CombustiontChamber Burns Gases — Produces More Heat from
Every Lump of Coal.
4. Speela414 Designed InterFire
All
changeable,
Brick Lining.
5. Manifold Distributes Air
at Top of Brick Line Giving Maximum Combustion.
6. Built-in-Coal Chute and
Makes
Smoke Screen
Firing Easier and Reduces Smoke to a Minimum
7. Front Swing-Type Feed
Easy
Provides
poor
Fueling.

Save now an these beautiful rayon, salin, taffeta. moire or
faille dresses. Choose from smart new styles in junior and
misses' sizes.
4111/1119241f00792r7.:1•11111lin

Very Special Extra Attraction!

$16.98 AND $19.98 DRESSES
Save on these venderful hays.
Wide selection of Junior and
misses' sizes.

Sun. - Mon. - Tues. I

Will hofiyour stole
until you are ready for it.

Fulton

GORHAM "LYRIC".

-

BURT TANCASTER
BONIN
1DM McGUIRE
MILLARD MITCHELL

GORHAM 'GREENBRIER-•

—ADDED—
WALT DISNEY'S SPECIAL

GORHAM

BUITERCUP"•

"Morris The Midget Mouse"
—LATEST NEWS—

Wednesday - Thursday
Amyl b• Oe•ohie C th•• w000ali

Andrews
Jewelry Store
226 CHURCH STREET
"Something from
the Jeweler's
is always

.
9

LL:

Pia•
won M.U Ve Punnet

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
See Our Windows

Serial — Cartoon

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT

207 Church Street

This Christmas, start her off on a Sterling
silver service! You can realize how easy it is
when you consider that at moderate cost, you
can give a single-place setting (knife, fork, salad and pastry fork, teaspoon,soup spoon & butter spreader) that can be added to in the years,
birthdays, anniversaries and Christmases to
come!
See Gorham "Chantilly" and our many
other exquisite patterns today. Make "Sterling" your proudest gift this year!

' Chest Colds, Acute Broschitie

en-

$

'per 6-piece place-setting
Only$2775

Hit No. 2

CRE9MULSION

SAFE, STEADY, CLEAN HEAT
Circulator
u"h a KING-0-HEAT

DRASTICALLY REDUCED

, CHANTILLY

omi
;
a
• MS NM
Ir
•

Something Special"

Ile NM

.fiffafnufsaaffRaff/m~mffIVMMOINo.

PLUS—
MARCH OF TIMES
"FOOTBALLS MIGHTY
' MUSTANGS" — NEWS.
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here. The funeral was held Monday.,We extend our sympathy to
the family.

CAYCE

.
F•
Ci•tizens Should
For Schoo

2.1,

Floyd
Bowen; Entertainment,
Friday, Nov.
1950 -1-- The Fulton News —
My-s. Paul Westpheling; Refresh!
g
rnents, Mrs. Jack Speight; TickMr. and Mrs. Jim IIarrison of ' .The WSCS of the Cayce church
I
et', Louis Weeks; Band, William
St. Louis spent last week with held ` their
• McDade, and Mrs. Robert Binregular
meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Will Harrison and Thursday evening at the home of
ferd; Cake Walk, Mrs. V. J. NoeMr. and Mrs. John H. Harrison.
Mrs, Maurice Bondurant. An ingeli and Mrs. Leon
Hutchens;
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bond- teresting program was rendered
Is••
0
0
S ; 'Turkey, Jack Carter.
urant and Maurice Carr, Mr. and I to a large crowd. The social hour
i
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president guest.
Mrs. Tom
Arrington and Mrs. was enjoyed very much as an auJ. P. JEFFRESS '
of Murray State Teachers College
After a short business meeting
Clara Carr
were in
Paducah ction was held of articles donated and
introduced
by
W.
L.
Holland
during
which
Mrs.
Fall
ably
preFuneral
services for J. P. Jeffshopping Saturday.
by the Society. Refreshments of as the "most
outstanding college sided it was announced that al- ess, 75, who died at his home
We were sorry to hear of the homemade cookies and candy
426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93
president
in
Kentucky,"
was
the
though
the
membership
drive
for
;
near
Fulton
Sunday morning at
death of J. P. Jeffress of near were served by the hostesses;
principal speaker at the regular new members is still in progress five o'clock, were held Monday
monthly meeting of the
West 239 members have been secured afternoon at 2:30 at Mt. Carmel
Fulton Parent-Teachers Associa- toward the goal of 300.
A trio Church with Rev. Carl Woolridge
tion Monday. Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr. comprised of Sara Ann Boyd, Lin- officiating. Burial was in
Fairpresident of the group
invited da Sams and Barbara Rogers pre- view cemetery under the direcmembers of the, other
P-TA sented a vocal number.
tion of Whitnel Funeral Home.
groups in the city to hear this
Mr. Jeffress was a pioneer citiMrs. Charles
Robert
Bennett
prominent educator. Mrs. Charwas program leader for the day zen of this community and had
les Andrews, president of
the
and introduced W. L. Holland, been a deacon of the Mt. Carmel
Terry-Norman P-TA was among
The Change Of Location Of
TODAY THRU SATURDAY
superintendent of schools who in Baptist Church for the past 35
the guests present at the meetturn presented Dr. Woods to the years.
ing. Mrs. Ralph Woods, wife of
He leaves three &others, S. F.
audience. The
speaker, who
the speaker was also an honored
credited his charming wife with Jeffress of Fulton, route 1, W. P.
'
Jeffress
of Crutchfield Route 2,
the writing of his speeches, said
Mrs. Maurice Bondurant and Mrs.'in part:
and I. R. Jeffress of Crutchfield,
Margaret Workman.
Route 2; a sister, Mrs. M. Brent
Mrs. Ida Sloan is visiting Mr.
I should like to suggest that the of Caruthersville, Mo.; and severIC CST S CII IUAIN6
I HEARTBEATS sal HEARTACHES et a BREA! CITY!
and Mrs. Raymond Adams and lack of
TUX NW
adequate
money for al nephews and nieces.
Helen Kay of near Fulton.
schools deters us from the sacred
The active
pallbearers were:
From Washington Street To The
Rev. L. E. Shaffer has return- obligation we have in this all, ; Robert Workman, Royce Cruce,
111
ed after attending three
weeks out mobilization. We must have John Dawes, Ernest Carver, Pete
Minister's Training
School in more money for schools at all le- Brown and Lubie Howell.
Syracuse, N. Y.
vels. Citizens must take up the
battle and see that funds are provided. However no general can
MARY-NELLE
OfiraWrif
do his best on any front if the
Offering You a Good Selection cf
RAT O'BRIEN
!‘1)A1
11111
wivolE m0HRI5
m'atter of providing
funds for
(Continued from Page One)
WATCHES — BRACELETS — NECKLACES grades taught by the principal, rations, for clothes, for equipment
DEIORES MORN
for
Mrs. A. Z. Tucker, the students becomes a major problem
interpret
our
AND LIGHTERS
were latisy writing
themes and him. We must
were particularly interested
in schools and their function in this
Don't Forget "Crazy Cash Nile" Friday Night
Mr. Holland's plan for encourag- crucial hour to the people; the
—Complete Watch and Clock Repair-people take too much for granted.
ing creative ability,
r
Even though
you need
more
Among the children in
Miss funds, may I plead
with you to
+hey
SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED
Ella Mae Hart's room of fourth, be real soldiers and
o
keep your
fifth and sixth grades we found eyes on the battle
ko 13OTTLE
had
to be won.
written by
a wonderful story
Patsy Kerney who is in the fotirth
Guaranteed Radio
grade.
Repair Service
Over at Terry-Norman we talked with the principal, Mrs. JesWe know your radio inside
sie Lee Fleming who asked us to
and out and we carry a large
visit in all the rooms. The boys
stock of replacemerd parts for
Malco Building
Main Street and
all makes and models. If your
girls in the fourth and fifth
set doesn't behave right, let
grades, taught by Mrs. Marshall
OUT expert servicemen check it
Cothran wrote any
number of
over.
Prompt
Service
stories.
Among the best were
those by Jeannie Davis, Janice
PROMPT ATTENTION!
Siegler 5-way,automatic ftirnece type oil hewer. gives you
West, James
Warren, Larry
Work Guaranteed
WEDNESDAY -'THURSDAY
PHONE 401
CyntlJones, Patsy Grooms,
Campbell
and
Peggy
Elliott.
E
#I.
Fr VA?ROA./
dr
i
0
.20049,
In the second and third grades
The NEW
PA.° RTE R
taught by Miss Mary Zou Allen
story ofevery child in the
room
had
And
Tire
Company
Before you buy any oil hccter .
creative ability and proved this
beloved
RADIO CENTER
• PHONE 401 *
open the door and look inside!
by showering all their
stories
Across
from
Telephone
Office
Miniver!
Mrs.
upon their teacher.
ONLY IN SIEGLER
Fulton, Hy.
205 Commercial Ave.
As we were nearing the end of 113 Washington
WILL YOU FIND THE
our mission and thinking what a
joy it had been to have visited in
'
0 many of the schools of Fulton tezecfscrtridintalsetialtsamsICrassmletilltelteleteMeCieltelatlEtwargegs.mntrstmsgsicealacet.v...s‘szeiteowszetAteatiet=irtetindsrarsicemsdaeestftasinen
our thoughts turned back
to 111
Carr Institute and to the Thanks- V
THE HEATER WITH THE HEAT TUBES!
*•
•Y
4
1 4.,
'
it,
giving stories tolol by the-colorful
.,',•>, AS',,
,
-Al ii„,
posters on fife sinilletin boards in
54
4
)47,
, --•'(16,
Double the heating surfers ...Double the
the sixth grade taught by Mrs.
oil
single
drop
of
every
heat forced from
Martin Nall.
Id
Thanksgiving Day
•/,,( ‘r
a
By Leroy Sawyer
a
FREE--TROPICAL FLOOR HEAT!
One day on Thanksgiving we
decided we wanted a turkey so 0
MONEY BACK
s
-14
Compare Siegler with any oil heater...
we went out in the woods to catch
'„
regardless of make or price! I. Tip it...
a turkey. Daddy saw one and shot a
ft
GUARANTEE
Siegler is much sturdier...built to last!
'‘
but he missed. After a while he a
2. Try scratching the finish ... Siegler's isn't
stater
NN
y
e
4
4
porcelain!
Open
the
II your ScOld 5i1
Alaimo
saw him again. He shot and miss- it
paint ...
dousn't deriver mode and hotdoor, look inside. "Siegler has the exclued. He shot seven times but he it
Tun
sive "Two-In-One licatmaker," an extra
ter ties1 over the Yfoor
'' •/°w "
;
1 '%,
I
missed. He gave up and wiovent a
Tubular heater! Patented, built-in features
MEV comparable size healer
A
home and ate chicken.
a
only
92c!
price,
heat
for
$2
of
oil
possible
or
make
nuke
of
nigardless
Siegler heats 5-ways! Circulating heat
And
bark
money
your
you 101
V
off the top; Radiating heat off sides, front
PLAY PARTY
and back; Ankle high heat over the floors;
V
the
house;
Furnace-volume heat throughout
it
(Confirmed from Page One)
Automatic uniform heat through patented
.
V
Sieglerrnatic Draft!
pin tUILY-IN
it
Elvis Babb on his
harmonica,
TKOLERMATIC DRAFT
it
which was a real
treat. to the
Increases hen! output
more than 350 persons attending.
Utmendoustyi Costs
it
Square dancing, the
Virginia
you nothing extial
reel, modern folk dances and a
scorty'of other everttr were staged
to say
nothing of the
cakewalks, which
brought delicious
desserts to those winning.
$159.95 (Only $8.95 monthly)
Mr. Browning asked the News
to thank the many persons who
so ably assisted him in the project and the News gladly does so.
it
AND FURNITURE CO.
His committees follow:
it
Decorations, Mrs. J. L. Jones, if
it
Phone I
208 Lake Street
Je., Mrs. Ben
Schwerdt, Mrs.
Clarice Bondurant

EM6 OMR

For Fine Liquors

H

BIG FAMILY TREAT

FRY'S JEWELRY

jüitItIY

FULTON THEATRE BUILDING

:_stePhilentmaiG
lid
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rroch

Fry's Jewelry

t,002Ack ocoLe

RADIO —

tlirtmvI

REPAIRING

"HAMS"

CITY ELECTRIC

CARSON wALIER PIDGEON

"The Miniver Story'
" HODIAK • In GENN

V11.111.811E HEATMAKEI

FULTON HARDWARE

A natural partner orgood things to
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at

In Christmas Club Checks Being
Sent to Members Next Week

when ordering for Thanksgiving
don't forget cartons of Coke

You'll be glad you did your Christmas saving early, if you're in for a winfall of cash as one Of
our Christmas Club members! If you failed to enroll for this year — get your name on our
membership list for next year—and know the pleasure of ready cash with which to buy generously for everyone on your Christmas gift list! Just deposit any amount from 25c up each
week—and when December 25, 1951, rolls afound enjoy a merrier holiday, because you're able to
give all you want to!

C
I
"ree4117
rasiSTI).i

RAOralttill(111,41SW

1951 Club Opens Monday, November 27th. Join Anytime During The Year.
PRA OF

Delicious and

FULTON BANK

Refreshing
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Carton 250
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SOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., Inc.
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iThe Fulton News—
Friday, Nov. 24, 1950

Doctors Explain Medical School Shortagel
accepted." As a minor point, may
issue.
(Ed's Note: The shortage of ly interested in this
UniThe situation, while of course I point out that this is the
schooling facilities for young
School of
quite versity of Louisville
men and women wishing to bad enough, is not really
that so far, the
It Medicine and
study medicine is of great con- so extreme as many think.
correct University of Itentucky does not
cern to the student of tomor- wpuld probably be more
I have one. The figure "4,000", aprow. The folio. ving letters re- to say there are 4,000 inquiries plications is in error and I susceived by the News present a regarding entrance to the Univer- pect that the fault lies, partly,
Mediside of the picture worth know- sity of Louisville School of
with ourselves. Actually, for the
ing and are of great importance cine each year, than there are
Freshman class, we had
to the medical profession of 4,000 applications. The number of present
In
actual applications that are _com- 379 completed applications.
tomorrow.)
these, we had inpleted is a comparatively small addition to
number of the total number of numerable letters requesting in714 Heyburn Building
calls, etc.,
inquiries that are received. It formation, telephone
Louisville, Kentucky
must also be realized that many which are estimated to amount to
1950
3,
November
of these students make applica- between three and four thousand,
Mrs. Jo Westpheling
medical so that actually the figure, 4,000,
tions to a number of
Fulton, Kentucky
schools, and they represent dupli- refers to inquiries and not comDear Mrs. Westpheling:
cations to S number of medical pleted applications. In the entire
Thank you for the copy of your schools, and they represent dupli- United States, there are 79 apthe cations of effort. It is heartening proved medical colleges. For the
most excellent editorial in
Fulton County News of October to know that the total number of present Freshman clef's, 24,434
has individuals made application to
medicine
27. I am saving this editorial in grpoduates from
medical schools. Of
the collection of some material increased, and encouraging that these 79
we use from time to time in our whle 63 doctors died during the these, 7,054 were accepted for the
efforts to explain to the public past year in Kentucky, 78 young present class; a
proportion of
licensed to take 28.6eL, of all the applicants. In
our position regarding the pre- doctors wtre
sent trend towards regimentation their place in practice. It is en- other words, approximately 1 out
in medicine. You must knowthat couraging to know that practica- of 3/
2 individuals applying for
1
your position and the clear state- ly every medical school in the admission, actually gained adment of it is greatly appreciated country has enlarged its capacity mission. Incidentally, the average
by all of us who are so personal- much as the existing facilities and applicant applied to 3.6 different
teaching force would permit and schools. The statement in your
are taking in every possible ap- editorial that "at the moment adplicant. A few schools are still missions to the various medical
running on the.four quarter sys- schools throughout the country
tem in order to put out as many are infinitesimal compared, with
doctors as possible, but the majority of the schools find this an
impractical method. There must
be some time for a little rest and
rehabilitation of the faculty and
the equipment. While the school
a
can rim the year around for
few years, it is not feasible in
most instances to do that indefinitely.
enI have been very much
couraged by the fact that our
medical school is most fair and
consideration of
Mr. Dan Goldsmith, 3024 Cur- liberal in its
Many boys whose
ron Road, Louisville, Ky., owner of applicants.
Coogla Cut Rate Store at 935 West fathers are not doctors who have
Broadway, says there just aren't no connection
whatever with
enough words in the English lan- medicine and no political pull are
guage to praise HADACOL cor- accepted every year because of
rectly. He says he knows most their scholastic . standing and
folks don't realize what a change recommendation, and this in preHADACOL can make in their life
often to the sons of phyif their systems are deficient in ference
great
Vitamins 13,, B., Iron and Niacin. sicians or those who exert
and do not have
Here is Mr. Goldsmith's state- political effort
the best qualifications for the
ment:
"Before I started taking HADA- study of medicine.
COL I was run down and nervous
Sincerely yours,
— and had a hard time sleeping
Sam A. Overstreet, M. D.
nights. With my work in the store Pres. Ky. State Medical Ass'n.
I have to spend sometimes 14 hours
a day on my feet. Since I am in
University of Louisville
the retail business I saw how many
folks were asking for HADACOL
Louisville 2, Kentucky
so I decided to try irmyself. After Office of the Dean
the first couple of bottles I could
tell a definite improvement. Now I School of Medicine
have all the pep and energy in the 101 West Chestnut St.
November 1, 1950
world, my nerves are steady as
ever and I really do get a good Mrs. Johanna Westpheling
wonis
rest.
HADACOL
night's
derful — I not only take it, but The Fulton County News
recommend it to all my customers. Fulton, Kentucky
I praise the day Senator Dudley J. Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
LeBlanc put HADACOL on the
I was tremendously interested
market."
in the editorial from. the Fulton
HADACOL Ix So Different
County News which you wrote
Thousands are benefiting from recently. I would like to comment
HADACOL ... whose systems lack in some detail on this whole subVitamins 11,, B., Iron and Niacin.
HADACOL is so wonderful be- ject.
I am very much impressed by
cause HADACOL helps build up
the hemoglobin content of your your editorial and I subscribe to
blood (when Iron is needed) to the, sentiments expressed in it
carry these great Vitamins and without reservation. I would first,
Minerals to every body organ —
however, like to give you some
to every part of the body.
I am
Give remarkable HADACOL a factual information which
chance and if you don't feel better ,sure you do not have, and which
with the first few bottles you take , will, perhaps, make a little dif— you get your money back. Only1 ference—though not a funda$1.26 for Trial Size; Large Family , mental one—in certain respects.
or Hospital Size, $3.50. If your 1 In your editorial, you state that
druggist does not have HADACOL,:"neraly 4,000 applications have
order it direct from The LeBlanc been been received at the UniverCorporation, Lafayette, Louisiana.'sity of Kentucky School of Medi•MO, The LeBlanc Corporation.
cine and less than 100 will be

I

WHITNEL

ASKED TO
RETURN TO SERVICE

the number of applications received by the schools each semester." is not strictly true, end I
earlier,
suspect, as I intimated
that it is probably the fault of
the medical schools that the exact
figures are not more generally
known.
I recently attended the meeting
of the Association of American
Medical Colleges. I wish that you
could have sat in on those meetings and learned first-hand what
the administrators of these schools
are thinking about. Believe me,
Dean and the administrators are
just as anxious as you and other
people who lack sufficient medical attention are to increase the
As
medical school enrollment.
it is, every school is doing its utmost toward this end, I am quite
certain. For example, Ohio State
University School of Medicine is,
this year, doubling its enrollment because of increased facilities. Other schools are increasing
to
their enrollment according
their available facilities. In practically every instance, however,
this increase in enrollment has
been made possible by additions
to the physical plants.
Here at the University of Louisville School of Medicine we have,
this year, increased our enroll-

Men enlisting in the reserves
from this area for immediate assignment to active duty will be
assigned a permanent duty station upon enlistment.

(Continued on Page Eleven)

Phone 470 for Job Printing

MARINES

The Marine Corps opened the
way today for certain former
Marinesr to return to active duty
with their old rank, according to
Capt. Albert Wood, officer in
charge of Marine recruiting for
this area.

FUNERAL HOME
408 EDDINGS STREET
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Phone

All former Marines, Captain
Wood stated, who were discharged honorably in the rank of sergeant or below may be enlisted
in the reserves and immediately
assigned to active duty with their
old rank. Single or married men
are equally acceptable, he said.
"This," the captain stated further, "will eliminate the four.
month waiting period for orders
for those who desire immediate
assignment. We cannot," he emphasized, "order or assign those
men to active duty who are already members of the reserves.
We can: however, enlist them in
the regular Corps."

88

Phone

Contract Funeral home for and Member of
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

NOTICE TO
TAXPAYERS
I will be at the City Hall in Fulton

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30TH

Si

From 9:00 a. m. to 3:00 p. m.
For the purpose of collecting 1950 State, County and School Taxes. Pay now and avoid the
penalty.

J. T. DAVIE,

81

di
bi

Sheriff of Fulton County
TI

17 THE 151 FORD STEPS AHEAD
...FOR THE YEARS AHEAD
WITH.43 NEW /00K AHEAliFEATURES

Soo it Today at your Ford Dealer's— the '51
Ford! It's the newest Ford! It's the finest FordI
And it gives you 43 new "Look Ahead" features—
engineered and built into the car not just for this
year and next, but for the years ahead!
"Teat Drive" the '51 Ford! You'll like the quiet
"jet-away" performance of either the 100-h.p.
Ford V-8 or the 95-h.p. Six ... the ease of sure
C,entrarnatic Steering . . . and the extra safety of
new, Double-Seal King-Sfze Brakes. And the '51
Fond offers three edvancod transmissions—the
Conventional Drive, the Overdrive,• and Fordomatic Drive,* the newest, finest and most
flexible of all automatic transrnissions.

i

•OptuAull 0 roira

NEW AUTOMATIC RIDE CONTROL
.u new and unique springing system which
automatically adjush opting reaction to rood conditions. Advanced "Hydra-Coil" Front Springs and
new Variable-Rate Sear Spring Suspension leans
wgh now "Viscose Control" Shock Absorbers to
give you on easy ride—a level ride. Stroboscopic
illustration above indicates how car stays towel
when going is roughest

Here are a few of the
43 new "Look Ahead"
features in the

'51 FORD

Now "Safety Glow" Control Panel...The new design places all controls literally at the driver's finger
tips. New "Chanalited" Instrument Cluster is easily
visible at night without being distracting. New
°Glow-Cup" Controls are individually illuminated
...•Ford exclusive!.

Com it and
see if ioclas

"My Clothes Are
Whiter Now!"
—-

"It's amazing how white, how bright my laundry looks ... I'm really sold Zn laundry care!"
Take a tip from wise homemakers!' Learn the
efficiency-economy of laundry service.
Phone 14

New "Luxury Leung*" Interior... with new long-wearing Fordcraft upholstery fabrics, new harmonizing appointments;smart
new colora, new "Colorhlend" Carpeting—the '51 Ford's new
"Luxury Lounge" Interiors are "decorator designed" for the
years ahead. Interior colors and new Fordcraft Fabrics are
"Color-Keyed" to outside body colors!

flew Auternatk Posture Cenrref
.. . moves front seat forward
automatically at release of lever,
raises it for shorter drivers. Push
seat back, it lowers automatically for tenet drivers.

Automatic Mosso Maker .. .
eaves gas automatically. New
Waterproof Ignition System, including snug synthetic rubber
spark plug boots, preventa engine
being shorted out by moisture.

you can pay more,
but qou can't buy beffer

PARISIAN
4mmor mom
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
—PHONE 14—
•IIMma•

c
'

J. V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Fulton

Phone 42

AMEMIL

•

WATER VALLEY
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Odell Puckett
Miss Artie Robey of Paducah,
Mrs. Frank Brady of Fulton, Mrs.
Dona Stewart and Mrs. J. T. Robey spent Wednesday with their
sister and daughter, Mrs. Carl
Cooley.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Cooley and
family moved Wednesday from
the Charles
Wilson place
to
Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hicks and
son have moved into the Pirtle
apartments.
Miss Carolyn Collier of Fulton
spent Sunday with Rev. W. B.
Bishop and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunt Gossum and son, Ronald, spent Sunday with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. L. D. Nanney of Fulton.
Miss Norma Jo Copeland
of
Wingo spent Saturday night with
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Gossum.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Clifton of
Fulton spent Saturday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett. '
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Stephens
and family spent Sunday with his
brother, Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold
Stephens and family of Fulgham.
Mr. and Mrs. James Copeland
and family of Wingo were Saturday night supper guests of
her
brother, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry
Hunt Gossum.
Miss Odell Puckett spent
Thursday nigh in Paducah with
Miss Hula Mae Cooley.
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore shopped in Union City Saturday at-

!evening, November 76th.
ternmn•
Oliver Taylor and Joyce.
'Pleasant Sunday morning.
night last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett left . Mrs. Guy
Harris, Mrs. Mary
The Fulton News—
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and I Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
called on
Saturday for Detroit to visit their Cook, Mrs. Paul Long and
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks and
Miss
.
girls were guests of his sister, Mrs. Pearl Cooley Saturday af- girls, Mr. and
1950
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Evelyn Long were shoppers
Mrs. Roy Emerson Friday, Nov..
in
'Mrs. Margie Work, Sunday.
Chatman and daughter.
- ternoon.
visited Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moore and
Memphis Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Willand James Earl Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Vowell I Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House at-1
Mr. and Mrs. John Britt and
Mrs. Evaline Yates was the
iams were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
boys spent Sunday near Wingo and Mr. and Mrs. William Vow- tended church services at Mt. guest of Mrs. Allene Lowery one
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Williams Clon House Tinersday night.
I ell of Fulton visited Mr. and Mrs.
with his mother.
Misses Sarah Southard and Jo' Wess Vowel, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
family over the
Ann Bishop of Murray State Col- Vowell and
lege spent the weekend with Rev.' weekend.
and Mrs. W. B. Bishop.
The
McConnell
Friendship
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Pillow re- Club met at the home of Mrs.
turned Saturday afternoon from Paul Long this past week.
Dallas, Texas where they have
Mr. and Mrs. Thas Parrish
been visiting their son, Mr. and moved to their new home ThursMrs. Ward Pillow and family.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold West and
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Wayne
son, Jerald,
visited
Saturday Davis and children of Fulton and
night with Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mr. and Mrs. J. Davis and chilChildress and boys.
dren of near Cayce, also
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McAlister and Mrs. Harold Arnold and son
visited Sunday night with
Mr. of Fulton spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Harold
Puckett and and Mrs. Ligon Welch and famdaughter, Melanie.
ily.
Miss Artie Robey of Paducah
Mrs. Nan Jones is reported to
spent Thursday night with her be ill at this writing.
mother, Mrs. J. T. Robey.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Jones and
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. mother, Mrs. Jennie Jones, will
Richard Childress and boys in- move this week to their recently
cluded: her brother, Mr. Willis purchased farm near Ruthville.
son,
Thompson and
Jerry of They have been • life-long resiCalifornia.
dents of this vicinity and we reLouis Boaz suffered a broken gret their leaving us.
Saturday
arm in a freak accident
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Dunn
SHARE IN OUR SUCCESS!
afternoon. He was driving his car and son, Johnnie and little JimTrade now for a wonderful deal. Your
the
resting
out
with one arm
mie
Hastings (Mrs. Dunn's
present car will probably cover the full
window when a pet milk truck brother), left Saturday for Dedown payment on a big new Dodge!
struck his arm at the elbow. He troit, the Dunn's home. They were
END us your cars for five minuteswas rustled to the Fulton Hospit- recently called home, due to the
-1--A and we can show you how to save
al and later carried to a Memphis trgic death of Mrs. Dunn's par$1,000! Step inside the big new Dodge
hospital.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. James Robert
—and be amazed by the extra head
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Charlton and Hastings. Mrs. Dunn's
other
room, shoulder room, stretch-out leg
family visited Sunday afternoon brother, Billie Richard Hastings,
room.
Get behind the wheel—and be
with Mr. and Mrs. Ardeli Carter will leave for Detroit within
BIGGER VALUE
a
thrilled.by the flashing pick-up and per.
THAT'S RIGHT! YOU'LL FIND
and family.
few days to also make his home
formance of the high-compression Dodge
with them.
'Get-Away" Engine . . . the velvet
smoothness of Fluid Drive.
McCONNELL
See Dodge—and you'll agree .. . you
AND STILL NOT GET THE EXTRA ROOMINESS,
....Brother Sanders delivered the DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
could pay $1,000 more and not get all
evening
morning and
Sunday
Joyce Taylor
DRIVING EASE AND RUGGED DEPENDABIUTT OF DODGEI
these
extra-value
shat•.7,'d./lass07~
features. See us now
messages at the Baptist Church.
J. J. McNatt is not improving.
Aso Me Iraprt-pwcegeta.z.1
—for the best deal in town!
Preaching services are held the
Mrs. T. C. House visited
her
first and third Sundays of each sister, Mrs. Tye Finley Saturday
month at the Baptist Church and afternoon.
the public is cordially invited to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey were
attend.
Sunday night supper guests of
Brother Charles Atneph of Hen- Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks.
Tennessee will deliver
derson,
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
the Sunday morning and evening J. J. McNatt were: Mr. and Mrs.
messages at the Church of Christ J. B. Foy of Obion, Mr. and Mrs.
on Sunday, November 28th, at
11:0 A. M. and 7:00 P. M. Everyone is invited to attend these services.
The
monthly (4th Sunday of
each month) singing will be held
at the Baptist Church on Sunday

A,

YOU COULD PAY $1,000 MORE

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY • 209 FOURTH STREET

WE WANT TO BUY
• YOUR WHITE CORN
• YOUR YELLOW CORN
• YOUR BEANS
SEED FOR FALL SOWING! •
Wheat
Ladino Clover
Red Top
Orchard Grass
Red Clover
Rye Grass
Vigo and other Wheat

Let Us

CLEAN YOUR SEED!
WE CLEAN ALL KINDS

WE SELL SURGE MILKERS
—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.

Authorized dealers for

HANNA'S PAINTS

See tic for your farm and
mime needs. Good stocks

All Kinds of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
—Including—
SEMI-SOLID "E" Emulsion for chickens,
KAFF-A for starting and growing calves.
SEMI-SOLID EMULSION for groiying and finishing pigs.

• There are bound to be evenings like this. But George
is one husband who isn't upset when he comes home
to find his wife still AWOL. He knows dinner will be
ready on the dot because Ann has an automatic electric
range in the kitchen.
Cooking dinner while you take the afternoon off is
simple when you've an automatic electric range. Just
prepare your meal before you go, put it into the oven,
and set a couple of dials. At the time you set, the oven
comes on, and again at the time you set, the oven shuts

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
-We-have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

off. Dinner is piping hot and ready to serve the Illitittes
you come in. No late meals, no irate husbands,no foss.
no bother. Just an automatic electric range..
And, after a difficult shopping tour, how would
you like to go on into the living room after dimmer
with the rest of the family? just ask your dealer as
demonstrate the new automatic electric dishwasher
for you. You'll find it's love at first sight.
Just remember, for a kitchen that's practical and
pretty —be lure it's electric.

Let KU help you plan your new kitchen. Whether you're build- , to make your kitchen chores easier, faster, FROM 'facies&
Mg or just remodeling, whether you're going all out, or jai_ f. •A staled, down-to-the-inch doming locating cabinets and
making a modest beginning, use KU's kitchen planning service. 1. all equipment,from which you con obtain exact cons,sr moles
When a trained KU kitchen designer plans the kitchen you si additions as you can afford them, or get estimailies from vswwant, to your specifications, you get:
lous dealers, secure in the knowledge that ends dealer is
with your kitchen that costs you nothing, puts you
•stimatiny costs from the some layout—the lkitcheis yew want
under no obligation.
Phone or drop into your nearest KU office Sr en** Caskeener
•The latest in kitchen designing with work centers laid out
Service Department, Lexington, Ky.

• Hop
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A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING,
Editors and Pubhshett.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.
Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.

We could, in our limited way, attempt
some esoteric article about the things
for
which we should be thankful this festive season, but well leave that job to the poets and
grammarians. What we'd like to talk about today in the line of giving thanks is the lack
of same received by the humble public servant
who gives his very best in doing the job for
which he was elected or appointed to do.

and give with a barrage of unjustifiable remarks because it was not done according to
their own way of thinking.
The city official, the civic club president,
the church-worker, the preacher, the editor,
all must feel the futility of his mission when
he learns that he is the subject of severe criticism because of his efforts, which in his mind
were conscientious and sincere.
At this Thanksgiving season may we stop
for a moment. and consider the public
endeavors of those around us. May we perish
the phrase "he just wants to be in the limelight" from
our lips
and put
there instead a feeling of generosity for his efforts,
however humble they may be.
To rise is hard, to fall is easy. To be lifted
up is to be a target for the envy and vulgarity
of the world. Think of the price that any man
pays for the privilege of being the head of a
State.
—The Rotarian.

Tax Resolution

abr.

"NW..
MM.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce in Louisville recently, the
Committee on Taxation,
headed by Dara E. Cross, Sr., submitted the
following resolutions which were adopted:
1. Favoring the taxation of profits of cooperatives.
2. The taxing of all income producing
real property, owned by non-profit organiza
tions, which is now exempt under current
laws.
3. A re-affirmation of the
Chamber's
stand, taken at its annual meeting in
April,
1949, in favor of the recommendations of the
Hoover Report for increased efficiency
and
more economy in Government.
4. A maximum reduction in all nondefense Federal spending at this time.
5. Opposition to an excess profits tax.
In connection with the resolution concerning an excess profits tax, Cross said
the committee. was opposed to the law in
principle
"because it is administratively and
economically unsound."
There is no road to success but through
a
dear, strong purpose. A purpose
underlies
eharacter, culture, position, attainme
nt
of
whatever sort—T. T. Munger.
If a man does not know to what port he
Is steering, no wind is favorable to him—
Seneca.

bly to redistrict the State into eight Congressional districts instead of nine.
On the basis of the vote polled by the
two parties during the last decade or two,

the Legislature in which the Democrats had
control.

Public service is a funny thing. Its heck
if you do and heck if you don't. For some unknown
rePson the
Thanksgiving
season
prompts this editorial since thanks for our
many blessings are the order of the day.

able people to refuse to accept civic responsibilities because of the criticism that may be
had from the masses who sit on the sidelines

As a result of the small population gain
made by Kentucky during the last ten years,
it will be the job of the next General Astern-

be regarded as safely Republican, and much
of the time Kentucky has been represented
by eight Democrats and one Republican
in
Washington. That was the result intended by

Give Thanks For
Public Servants

Here in Fulton there are many, many projects to be attempted. We have found a great
reluctance on the part of tremendously cap-

the party to know. There was not convinced.
a single, clear-cut reason for the
And in two of the remaining
surprisingly good showing
the six, local situations strictly were
Republicans made, or for the de- credited
for
increasing the Refeat of so many excellent Demo- publican margin
of victory.
cratic public servants.
Which
leaves
McCarthy a
Only one thing you can single
out. The fear-cry of Communism somewhat skimpy four communiwhich was raised by! a number of ties in which he had any influnominees in their furious battle ence. It was not great in any of
for ballots. That Might explain, these.
Well, the Republican presidenin part, what happened to Senator Scott Lucas of Illinois and tial nominee, barring any unforeSenator
Millard Tydings of seeable circumstances, almost
certainly will be Senator Robert
Maryland.
Taft of Ohio. Taft's victory comBut how, then, can you
ac- pletely confoun
ded all the experts
count for what happened in Wis—not because he won, but beconsin. There, Senator
Joseph cause his
victory was so utterly
McCarthy — he of the rabbledecisive.
rousing, smearing,
wild-eyed
Taft says he
won't seek the
charges, was made the numberone symbol of voting. McCarthy nomination.
In view of the vigorous way he
made fifteen major speeches, all
on the same general
theme— asked for it a couple of years
ago,
there isn't much likelihood
frightened, frightening speeches
about the tremendous menace of that he'll be coy and hold back
now.
Communism in our government.
So, what happened? In 9 out of
Which, in essence, would about
the 15 places wherb
McCarthy be "Katy, bar the door" on the
was
allowed to put on his act, presidential possibilities for '52
nine increased their Democratic Truman vs. Taft:
majorities. In other words, the
But, one must be wise and caupeople who heard and saw
Mc- tious. One must add the saving
Carthy in those places were not phrase .... unless
things change!

by McFeettees

crats. However, since the district boundaries
were determined by a Democratic Legislature,
there has been only one district that could
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an error of the mind rather than the heart,
don't you think?

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Kentucky should have had about four Republican Congressmen to five for the Demo-

Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.

How many
people stop in
their daily
routine to say: "That was a good job Mr. Soand-so did for Fulton last week, I think I'll
call and thank him for his efforts." Isn't it the
order of the day when the event in mention
is discussed to say, "why in the world didn't
he do it this way instead of the way he did."
Indeed, it seems far more interesting conversation to find a little flaw in the event and
build it up until it becomes an error of gigantic proportions. The little flaw may have been

Kentucky To Lose
One Congressman

People or both parties who are interested
in honest and fair representation in Washington should begin at this time to create-a sentiment favoring redistricting on an equitable
basis. It should not be done with the sole
mOtivating force that of cutting out representation from one party or another.
Congress should be responsive to the will
of the people, and in our two-party system of
government any
adherents to each
party
should be equitably represented.
—Ohio County Messenger.

Newsprint Shortage
Newsprint—the white paper on which
your newspaper is printed—is again hard to
obtain and is now costing more than at any
time in the past twenty years.
A few days ago we received the following
letter from our supplier:
"We appreciate your order ... which
we
have entered for 5,000 lbs. 31 x 44 newspri
nt
. . As you probably know, the situation
is
very tight and we are experiencing consider
able difficulty in getting enough tonnage
to
fill our orders on
schedule.
However we
'should be able to make you a partial shipmen
t
.... and will follow up with the balance
just
as early as we possibly can."
And with this bad news the The News
received a billing on a partial shipment at
an
increase in price of 75c per 100 lbs. Print
paper is now costing us four times as
much -as
it did in the 1930's.
The regular subscription price of our
paper has never been less than $1.50 per
year,
although during the depression we would
put
on a special drive once a year at which
time
we accepted subscriptions at $1.00.
Since our
paper is now twice as large as it was in
those
days, and since we are paying four times
as
much for newsprint with all other
production
costs doubled or trebled, one would not
have
to do much figuring to see that we are
not
faring as well as we were in the 1930's.
There is, naturally, a limit to the amount
of inflation we can absorb. And if
newsprint
continues to be scarce, forcing our supplier
s to
put us on a quota basis, it may become
necessary for us to discontinue accepting new
subscriptions, and certainly discontinue
thcse not
paid in advance.
We will proceed along the lines of
the
time-honored advice: "Hope for the best,
prepare for the worst, and take what follows
"

Dependents' Benefits
There are many inquiries as to dependents'. benefits offered to enlisted personne
l of
the Army. The Dependents Assistan
ce Act of
1950 provides some financial support
for dependents of enlisted personnel.
Under the
new allowance program,
recruits, privates,
and privates first class will contribu
te $40.00
per month and the Government will
contribute an additional $45.00 for one
dependent,
$67.50 for two dependents, and $85.00
for three
or more. Corporals and Sergeants
contribute
$60.00 and the Government's share is
$67.50
for one or two dependents, and $85.00
for three
or more. For sergeants first class and
master
sergeants, the Government's share is the
same
as for sergeants, but these two grades
contribute $80.00 per month. This allowanc
e is not
payable when quarters are furnishe
d soldier
and dependents.
For the purposes of paying' the
,quarters
allowance under the new law, the
following
are considered as dependents:
wives, children,
and a dependent mother or father,
provided a
dependent parent receives over
one-half of his
or her support from the soldier.
No other relatives can be considered as
dependents for purposes of allowance payments.

"Are you going to believe me, who's

been here 10 years,
or a time clock that's been here a week!"

Sermonette Of The Week
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From The Files:

(By Father Joseph McSorely)
The story of the Ten Lepers is
a realistic
Thanksgiving
Day
story.

7ivuu#19 Bach The Clack
November 20, 1925:
The political pot in South Fulton is beginning to boil, and on
election
day, December
1st,
everything will be
thoroughly
cooked. The main issue involved
is the $40,000 contested sewerage
bond isssue, with Sam
Holman
heading the ticket for
mayor,
and opposed by S. A. McDade,
whose side favors the bond issue.
Father--and-Son banquet
A
was given at the Baptist Church
Thursday
evening,
with a 3course dinner served by
Mesdames R. B. Allen, J. S. Willingham, W. E. Flippo and R. I. Moss.
The program
consisted of two
charming flue
solos by
Miss
Mamie Bennett, two vocal solos
by Miss Mozelle Hill and
two
numbers by Miss Annie Lucille
Goldsby.
Ed Bennett, 68, died November
14 at his home near Water Valley
of a stomach ailment. He was a
life-long and prominent resident
of the community.
Mrs. J. 0. West, Kentucky's only lady Sheriff, who is serving
the unexpired term of her husband in Fulton County, made her
firh arrest Saturday. She boarded a train and took into custody
a young man accused of stealing
a pair of shoes.
To today's
shockingly-scanty
apparel:
A Yard cf Silk, a Yard of Lace,
A Wisp of Tulle to give it grace;
A flower placed where flowers
go,
The skirt knee-high
The back waist-low;
One shoulder strap, no sign of
sleeve,
If she should cough ....
Good Morning, Eve!
Miss Zella Brundidge, a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Brundidge, and Mr. T. G. Allen were
married Saturday evening
by
Esq. S. A. McDade.
Mrs. H. T. Smith entertained
the U. D. C. at her palatial home
Tuesday. Twenty-five were present and Mrs. G. L. Major
was
elected President for the comingyear.
November 28, 1930:
Mr. Markham, Chairman of the

Board of the Illinois Central 08tern, was buried today in Chicago;
he died Monday in
California.
Mr.
Markham
was
born in
Clarksville, Tennessee of immigrant parents and began his first
railway work at the age of 20 as
a section laborer for the Santa
Fe in Kansas.
Fulton was thrown into near
panic Wednesday morning when
it became known that the Farmers Bank and
First
National
Bank had failed to open for business.
Posted
notices on both
doors stated that "due to unsettled
conditions in banking circles, the
directors have ordered a temporary
suspension of
business."
Presidents of both banks stated
that both are
solvent, and the
closing is merely a precaution.
The City National Bank opened
for business as usual Wednesday,
and no "run" on its
plentiful
cash supply materialized.
Highway 45 between
Fulton
and Paducah opens today, paved
all the way except for a 6-mile
stretch of good gravel.
Miss Elizabeth Carter, Fulton,
is appearing in a play presented
by students of Murray State College.
The Club
Pendenis of Fulton
organized Tuesday night with the
following 18
youthful charter
members- C. R. Bennett, Tom
Beadles, Dr. G. Bushart, Harry
Bushart, Chuck Binford, Milton
Collins, Clarence Collins, Billie
Carr, Cornelius Edwards,
Wilburn Holloway, Joe Hall, Billie
McWherter, Shawie Noffel, Ikey
Read, W. L.
Taylor. Hendon
Wright and Abie Matthews. Hendon Wright was elected the president.

is God it tends to make us reverent towards Him and for His sake
generous to our neighbor. Deep
springs of feelingapen within us,
as we come to appreciate the cost
to our Benefactor of the gifts lie
showers so lavishly on us.
The grand result of the habit
of thanksgiving is that the grateful soul tends to grow prayerful.
Every creature becomes to him
"a mirror of life and a book of
holy doctrine." Almost constantly his mind and will are lifted up
to God. What a reward for learning to say "thanks".

Of the ten outcasts healed of
their loathsome
disease and restored to normal life, nine vanish without a word. Only one returns to give thanks,—and that
one, a stranger.
Our Lord's
gentle reproach,
"Where are the nine?" seems like
a reminder to every generation
in human history of the forgotten
goodness of God.
What proportion, may we suppose, exists between the number
of gifts received from God and
the number of thanksgivings re- Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
turned to Him? Would it be unfair to assume that nine out of
At Low Cost
ten persons, not only neglect to
thank God, but even forget that Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurateto Him they oWe literally every- ly Repaired
at Low Cost by—
thing they possess?
It is a suggestive thought to
ANDREWS
speculate on the ratio
existing
Jewelry Company
between prayers of petition and
prayers of thanksgiving; or
between petitions
granted
and
acknowledgments returned. Perhaps it would be profitable for
many of us to take pencil and paper and set down, one by one, all
the gifts we owe to God. The very
thought of their multiplicity bewilders us.
To hear and see and walk, to
breathe
easily and to be free
from acute pain, to have food
and clothing and
shlter, these
properties of 4 our present comfortable estate to which ordinarily we advert not at all, might
well be the inspiration of many
a fervent prayer of thangsgiving.
And notice that this thankful
mood brings out a
man's best.
The relaization of being in debt
to someone tends to make
us
humble„and when that Someone

HE
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.
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6
Its a powerhouse,
with 75,000 BTU outpwrt!

(Ebenezer Community):
Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Wade and Mr. and
Mrs. J. Champion were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Presley near Crutchfield. (Jordan):
Miss Esther Butler has
been absent from school and quite
ill as a result of being bitten by
a cat. (Route 6): Miss Clevia Bard
is quite ill, and Mrs. James Dawes
is at present
teaching in
her
place.
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This, despite the
fact
that
Franklin Roosevelt, at the time,
was running for an unprecedented third term and the third term
idea was strictly
repugnant to
many, many pepole.
It just so happened that the
G. 0. P. antics were even more
repugnant. That, although
as
now, the party had a slight num-

erical shortage, it actually controlled both chambers through its
coalition
with the
Southern
Democrats.
- This is why it will be interesting to watch what
happens in
Washington. Congress can do a
great deal to enhance the chances
of Harry S. Truman for re-election, and at the moment, he is the
only Democrat who seems to be
much of a
candidate for
the
Democratic presidential nomination.
The situation is vastly different in the Republican party.
Flushed with victory and certain they have a mandate from
the people, the majority of Republicans will be energetically
taking the-biat by-the borne itid
trying, in spite of stiff opposition
from the White House, to make
wholesale reforms.
Just what kind of mandate the
G. 0. P. is supposed to have received, not even the leaders of

I

FRIDAY
• IS FORD

Dick Oberlin:

The concensus might be that
it's far too ealy to start speculating on presidential
candidates
for '52—but- in the light of what
happened
November 7 — that
would not seem to be the case.
The situation now is reminescent of 1938, twelve
years ago,
when, two years before a presidential election, the Republicans
made substantial gains in both
House and Senate, then went on to
so thoroughly
disgrace
themselves in the ensuing session
of
Congress that their 1940 nominee
did not have a prayer.
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Highest Quality Since 1873

DOCTORS EXPLAIN

ing an expensive new school, it
field. So, from every point
of
would contribute to the already view,
we, too, are extremely anxestablished school at the Univer- ious
to increase the size of our
ment in the third year by taking sity of Louisville sufficient
funds classes, if possible.
an additional number of transfer to enable additional construct
ion
In
a way, I
apologize for the
students from two-year medical to be done and to provide
the ad- length of this letter, expectin
g
schools. Of course, these are not ditional staff for instructi
on. The that your own ,editorial gave
me
Kentucky schools and this
outlay necessary forithis would an
inopening
ANNIVERSARY BRAND
wilich I could not
crease may not directly benefit be a relatively small
fraction of miss.
Kentucky, although, of course, in that necessary to develop
an enVery
sincerely yours,
the long run it may. Our Fresh- tirely new school. I recognize
that J. Murray Kinsman
, M. D. Dean
man classes are, perforce, limit- there may be legal obstacles
in
ed to 96 students for one
very the way of such a
proposition:` P. S. You might be interested
Three generations of the Bardenheier
AIIIIIYERSARY
simple reason, namely, that our but surely
they can be gotten to learn that the State of Pennfamily have consistently produced Wines of
laboratories
in
the
financial assistMedical around. If this were to be done, sylvania gives
‘11.0011.•
exceptional quality. Each bottle of Bardenance annually to at least 2 of the
School bldg. will not accommo- we would not have to rely
G°1-0EN seE00
on
aid
beier's Wine represents 77 years of skilled
privately-owned medical schools
date a larger number. As it is, in from the Federal
Government
wine making. You buy with confidence
in the State, and has done so for
certain courses, overflow facilit- which is in many ways
objection
when you buy llardenheier'a.
several years.
ies have had to be provided and able per se.
these, too, are strained to the utJack
Should
there
be any doubt in
most.
P. P. S. You are at liberty to
your mind as to our sincere de1121=101=1:1=11:11
It follows then that our School sire to graduate more
1=
doctors, quote any part or all of this letcan not increase its enrollment may I state that in view of the ter publicly, if you so desire.
in the first two years without ad- military situation, it is going to
Jack
ditiorial physical facilities, i. e., be necessary for us to produce
`
sworwwriwietww
additional
construction.
The more doctors for the very simple
building of an entirely new medi- purpose of
staffing our
own
cal school building would be an teaching hospitals, to say nothing
extremely expensive proposition, of providing more doctors for rubut it would be relatively simple ral practice. This staffing of our
to increase the size of our pre- hospitals has become an
acute
sent building, if funds were avail- problem with us as it is indeed to
able.
There appears to be no an -even greater extent with the
possibility of obtaining these ad- private non-teaching
hospitals.
ditional funds from the City or Furthermore, it is necessary to
County or from private sources, develop additional teachers as a
but our only recourse for such ad- continuing proposition.
Only a
ditional funds
would be from small fraction of any one class is
either the State or the
Federal likely to remain in an academic
Government.
761you undoubtedly know, a
Bill was introduced at the lasti
session of Congress to grant Federal
—S
ee—
Aid to Medical Schools.
This
Depot Street
"Buck Bushart"
Fulton
Bill passed the
Senate without' T. H. "Tom"
Cowden
Of your
difficulty, but was
eventually
bundled up in a House Committee Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn
11
FORD DEALERS
because of opposition on the part of the A. M. A. This opposition ""'"`
was based purely and simply on
the position the A M. A. has taken, namely, that any aid to the
medical profession on the part of
the Federal Government, no matcr'et
,
ter how well safeguarded, constiCustom made to your size.
tutes an entering
wedge
for
lir
fri (
socialized medicine. To those of
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
#00111111e.
us who are administrative offiwon't corrode.
cers of medical schools and who
•
For
any home or business
realize the desperate straits most
installation; win d,o we
of the schools are in financially,
doors, porches, etc.
this opposition on the part of the
S
IA
A. M. A. has created a real pro• ANY COLOR desired.
Beginning at 1:00 P. M.. At The
blem. We do not like the prospect
of Federal interference any more
For Prompt Service Phone 502
than the A. M. A. does, and
I
think that most of the
schools
F
T ARM
would refuse to accept such aid
if it appeared likely that strings
Olive Street
Fulton, Ky.
Nine Miles West of Fulton, 3-4 Mile North of
were attached to it. Whether or
,••••••••••
not the Bill will be re-introduced
Liberty Church on the Old Section-Line Road
at this next session of Congress,
and, if it
is
re-introduced,
whether it will still be opposed
The following will be offered at public auction:
by the A. M. A., I do not know.
In the event that it is not oppos1—Model 1948
Ford Tractor 12—Shoats
ed and Federal Aid is forthcomequipped
with hreakiwirlituw. 1-1947 %-Ton Truck
ing, then there would be a real
Cultivator,
Disc and Corn
likelihood of obtaining sufficient
1—Model
42
International Com- funds for additional construction
Planter
bine
and for additional staffing. which
3—Milk Co vs
would be required if the enrollLiving Room Furniture
ment were expanded.
1—Springing Helfer
Dining Room Suite
You are undoubtedly aware of
the talk in many quarters of the
4—Bred Gilts
Horse-Drawn Corn Planter
development of a medical school!
2—Brood Sows
at the University of
1—Wheel Trailer
Kentucky.{
Such an undertaking would cost
Lots of other Things too Numerous to Mention
not less than $10,000.000 as a conservative eStimate, and probably
a good deal more than that. It
would seem to me that the State
could achieve
the same
end,
namely, the providing of facilities
Charles W. Burrow, Auctioneer.
for training more Kentucky boys
and girls, if, instead of develop(Continued from Page Eight)
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LIQUERS
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DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

Ford
steps
ahead
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FHA LOANS

442 Lake Street

Phone 237
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Friday

METAL

PUBLIC SALE

TUESDAYT,O;IEOHIIELEDMBER 28
'CLEAVE

AWNINGS

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

1

It's the

MALLORY teoustr
Maine to Florida, New York to Trisco— this is the hat for
everywhere. For the Mallory Coast to Coast fits any climate — any locale.Smartly styled,"Cravenette" processed
to shed showers. In your choice of bound, welt, or raw
edges. See it today. Other Mallory HATS, $6.50 to $15.00

RAC#3

X41.Werdof,Son4

...00PAYLOAD?).

JIMMIE WRIGHT, owner

CABIN STILL
11°S A MATTER OP

better weightdistribution
You can haul more payload than ever
in a
Dodge "Job-Rated" truck, because the
load
is better distributed. Most trucks carry
too
much of the load on the rear axle—too
little
on the front. Because the engine of a
Dodge
"Job-Rated" truck is moved forward and the
front axle back, both axles carry the
right
proportion of the load. That means you
can
haul bigger payloads without overload
ing.

NOT THIS

The payload on most trucks—,
like the girl in this boat —rides
too far to the rear. Result:
there's too much weight aft,
, not enough forward.
•

C.Ancient oxcarts, which carried the
first Kentucky bourbon from farm cabins, have
given way to modern transportation—but—the
method of making this genuine, old-time whisky
remains unchanged.

Nothing ncto has becn addcd

ALL KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY
91
OLD

for low-cost transportation
POWER: . 8 great truck engines—each "Job-Raged" for
PLUS power.
ECONOMY: ... priced with
the lowest. "Job-Rated" for dependability and long life.
BIGGER PAYLOADS:...carry
more without overloading axles
or springs because of "JobRated" weight distribution.
EASIER HANDLING:...

er turning! Parks in ti:ht places.
"Job-Rated" maneuverability!
COMFORT:... widest seats ...
windshield with best vision of
any popular truck. Air-cushioned,
adjustable "chair-height" seats.
SAFETYI
finest truck brakes
in the industry . . hand brake
operating independently on propeller shaft on all models-/
1
2-ton
and up.

PROOF

STYLE

SOUR

MASH

In "Job-Rated" trucks, thArsiale
moved forward—as the girl is now
positioned.
Results: proper weight distribut
ion—bigger
payloads—easier handling.

NEW! giro! FLUID DRIVE!

Available on
1/4- and 14on
models .. . for longer truck life, lower upkeep
costs.
Ask us for interesting Fluid Drive booklet.
h f°47/3
&file /

Withditvi4eA"4111111GE*1.1.----71111EK5oneprtirdwitittlie&et
ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY
209-11

INC OR POR AT ED

LOUISVILLE.

BUT THIS

East Fourth Street

KENTUCKY
THE

Phone 622

CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS! Chosen by 49 out of 86 state champion truck tilvers at
the Neon! Truck Roadee

1-
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world was destroyed at one time the results of an infected ankle.
Fulton Route Four
I
God give ' She was a patient in local hos'on the cause of sin.
Joyce Cruce
Writings
The
Of
Moses the Law. He throwed it pital for several days and 's reATTENTION FARMEITS: Keen
Mrs. Robert Myers spent Thursdown
and
ported
it.
I
disbroke
Adam
to
be
ianprov4d.
much
Mattie Dear
<
sharp disc harrows will make
obeyed God's Law and after he
Mrs. Raymond-Cherry is suffer- day with her parents, Mr. and
sowing your —
a seed bed for
:did so he tried to lay it on a wo- ing from a rather severe attack Mrs. W. B. Tanner of Hornbeak.
Oh, come let us make a joyfull man but not so.
wheat. I have the only modern
Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Cruce
of tonsilitis. She is a-bed
and
• For Sale
disc grinedr in this community,' noise unto the
Lord for He is
peneillen has been administered. visited Mx_ and Mrs. G. C. Petty
prayer
!
Its
time.
The
Lord
never
and will grind your discs for good. The Lord has blessed me
Thursday night.
Mrs. Clarence Berryman was
MAIfil'AG WASHERS, standard
35c e9cho up to 18". (20", 50c). with good health and we has got intend for no one man to rule His
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hutchison
I world but these wars had to be: called to Mayfield several days
and automatic models, $124.95„, Disc plow bitdes, $1.50 each. through gathering
before the
and son, Jerry
were
supper
for
God's
word
don't
fail
so
be
of
ago
to
and up. Sales and service.
attend
the bedside of her guests of Mr. and Mrs. Junior
One-way plow blades,
$1.50 weather got unfavorable and I
good
cheer
God
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
is
in
the
plan.
father,
Mr.
Kelton,
who suffered Cruce and son, Bonnie Wedneseach. I am located in Laird.4 thank Him for it.
• Poemi. Subject; an automobile: a stroke and his condition
Fulton, Ky.
is day evening,
Gossum Welding shop on Lake
I guess Mrs. Johanna ha& been An automobile
is
tiro
to
grave
have.
at
this
writing.
Street extended;
phone 691, wondering why is it that Mattie
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Tanner, Jr.
If
you
use
it
right
but
if
you
delicious
Golden
FOR SALE:
day, or 678, night. Leonard Hol- hasn't sent in write-ups.
and daughter, Alice Faye, spent
I've Mix up gas with liquor you're
Mrs. Fred
McCoy,
Jr.,
and
1-4
bushel.
apples. $1.00 per•
land.
sent in two but I haven't seen it Liable to
children, Patti and Freddie Ray Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
loose your life.
mile south Mt. Moriah Church.
in her paper so I said she has got
of'Fulton spent the past weekend Tanner of Hornbeak.
0.
Orchard.
B.
WELLS
DRILLED:
Wing
•Pumps in- tired of my mess but I said the
Blue
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce
(Ed's note:
We have missed with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
stalled. Parks a:Ming Co. 304 Third time tells the tale and if
Finch, proprietor.
visited Mr. and Mrs. W. B. TanI
articles, Mattie. Clyde Johnson.'
Paschall Street. Martin High- don't see it in this week's paper your last two
ner, Jr.,'Sunday evening.
Don't fail us.)
way, Fulton', Ky. Phone 1383. I won't write no more.
Mrs. Ed Frields is improved at
Sunday dinner guests of - Mr.
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONOher
home near here due to an in- and Mrs. Les Cruce were: Mr. and
RECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
But I was blessed to be in good
Floor
RENT:
edger
FOR
sander,
AUSTIN SPRINGS fected arm. Pencillen and tetanus Mrs. Lewis Cruce and children,
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
and polisher. Fulton Paint & service Sunday. We had a joyful!
was
administered
at
Haws Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Mrs. Carey Frields
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
meeting. The spirit was with us.
Company,
Glass
210
Church
Clinic.
son, Eston and Leman Cruce.
playing. Sport Center. 324 WalWe
are having some cold weather
Street,
Phone
Mr.
909.
and
Mrs.
Doyle
Mrs.
Frields
and
Harry
Couter near Lynnnut, Fulton„Ky.
here now also had a heavy rain daughter, Karen,
left for Detroit ville is here at the bedside of her
DESTROY TEBMIiES. Free in- last night and cool today but the this past Friday.
daughter, Mrs. Rayfnond Cherry.
spection.
Reasonable
BEST BUYS
price Lord sure has blessed us with a
Miss Wanda Tucker has returnMcKinney,
Frank
good
Mayfield,
fall
and my sister and
I ed home after several days hosin new and used furniture
-P
See us for
Ky. P. D. Box 471, Phone made. good use of it. He blessed pitalization in
and appliances.
Haws Clinic.
GET YOUR
i309-J.
me
to
pay
our
debt
and had some
Robert Rickman has recently
McDADE'S
left for us so I has nothing
to b-ought a new pick-up truck.
USED FURNITURE• STORE
for any Machine
complain about.
News reached relatives here of
--at—
Henry M. Bethel, Mgr.
But
/
will
tell
you this one the illness of Miss Maggie Norris
The Finest Cleaning
Phone 908
216 Church St.
Happy's Liquor Store BENNETT ELECTRIC
thing; this world is in an up-tow in Mayfield.
where Miss Norris
and
sin
Church and Main Streets
is
the
cause
of it. This is suffering froin blood poisoning
21'; Main
at
FOR SALE: Genuine pedigreed
Phone 201 1
Kuvasz dog. Exclusive breed.
__
_ _
•
0. K. LAUNDRY &
Gentle, good-mannered, wonderful as a pet and companion.
Sanitone Cleaners
Reasonable. Call 36.
Mist isippi Plantation Life:

1

Raymond
Congratulations to
Clark and Evonne Weaver who
were married Saturday at Dresden by Rev. Cayce Pentecost. The
couple will make their home near
Fulton whert the bridegroom is
employed in farming.
—
A duty dodged is lie a debt unpaid; it is only deferred, and we
must come back and settle the
account at
last. — Joseph Fort
Newton.

Memory Lives
In Pictures
For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words.

Hea&Porters
V It

Bardenheier Wine

FOR SALE: Ford Coupe good
condition mechanically, $125.00. THE
1 pair Dayton Grocery Scales,
$200.00.
Cooler, dry, 1 Large Bottle
$200.00.
SHAW'S DONUT SHOP, 410
Martin Highway, Phone 1372.
Oldsmobile
FOR SALE: 1935
Coupe; used to run and might
yet. Has been sitting out in the
untouched.
!yard all summer
All glass is in, has good battery,
lights, horn, upholstery okay,
good brakes; 3 tires up and one
flat that ought to hold
air.
Somebody can rake the persimons off of it, give it a shove
and get it home under its own
power for $40. cash. Call 470 or
1255.

LOWEST PRICE
Phone 130

Full-Size 4O-in.

414 Lake St.
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Stylepark:
Champ

HATS

$62,50 AND UP
Ilyde Park Suits 553 up

looks and long wearing • qualities

make

today's

extra-

SUITS
All of the skill in the industry has been
manufactured into these suits to make
them today's best suit values for the
money. You'll like the style, the fit,
and the way they wear.

37.50 58.50

BARGAIN BUY!

OUTER COATS
$2850 to $4750

Maker
Famous Names in

REFRIGERATO
R
SIlc
Model NB-80

X

*Mate than $11-ou-ft food storage.

ONLY
Nationally - advertised INTERWOVEN, JERKS and COOPERS in short or regular
lengths. Conservative or fancy
patterns.

$269.95
1onf3
sThunth',

55c

fn

$1.00

DRESS SHIRTS
Whites, stripes and fancies

Authorired Dealer

in brands you know and can
depend on: ARROW, ENRO
and TRU - VAL.

Stock up

now with your new clothes.

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO
Phone 1

I.

h.

popular

Ti
C(
tu
rn
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Fall's

most

sport coat.

We have

them in gray,

tan,

green, and wine; sizes
34 to 46. Shorts, regu-

$17.50
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Curlee and Hyde Park

Smartly styled by experienced designers to insure that
well-groomed appearance. They are tailored from finest
quality outercoat fabrics—smart, new patterns and materials that insure xarmth without excessive weight.

REFRIGERATORS

tt'

Corduroy Coats

lars and longs.

Main St.

GENERAL 4
.6)) ELECTRIC

T1

S.

good values.

CURLEE & SEWELL

BENNETT ELECTRIC

See YOUR new Refrigerator at—

ha

1.11

TERMS

Phone 201

Smart

$5 to $10

Surface'
Switches
* Oven Thermostat
* Automatic Oven
Signal Light
* Conveni•nt Ap.
plianc• Outlet
* Stainless Porcelain Exterior

PADUCAH, Faster than Fast
Suface Cooking
KENTUCKY
New superfast "Speedo
master 'units
FRY'S JEWELRY
give greater
pan contact.
Fulton Theatre Building
EASIEST TO CUAN
Main St.
Phone 916
Prompt service
EASY
Watch and Clock repairing.
All Work Guaranteed.

wear them

pride.

them
Check these
Features:

ra
f
inj
In.

Buy them with confidence and
with

BROADWAY

208 Lake Street

tic

RI

TIMELY
SUITS
Timely PLATEAU fabric pima you
that wonderful weightless feeling. Fullweight, all-wool worsted, put it on .
and presto! you hardly know its there.
You'll want something new for the seakin, and this is it!

FEEZLE PIANO SALES

* Plus General Electric dependability.

St
CI

HOME OF TIMELY4CLOTHES

Save 35%. All were taken in
trade on new BALDWIN pianos.

*Plus: Full-width vegetable
drawer • Meat drawer •
Stainless-steel superfeeeeee•
Tel-a-Frost indicator.

di

Fulton

PHILCO

STEINWAY, KNABE. STORY
and CLARK, LESTER, WURLITZER, WINTER, and many others.

Fulton

Hall-Wooten Clothing Co

USED SPINET PIANOS

REGULAR LODGE MEETING:
tonight, 8:00 v. m. Be sure to
attend. Loyal Order of Moose,
212 Church Street, Fulton.

Gardner's Studio
212 Commercial
PHONE 693

For Nationally Advertised Quoliiy Wear, Come To

Keep your eyes on
O. K. '
Used Car Lot for
bargains.
CITY MOTOR CO.
Fulton,-Ky.

622

Make an Appointment today

1121311111=a7111

$295 up

Nunn-Bush and Portage Shoes
Smart, distinctive, made by master craftsmen for a
discriminating wearer. Nationally-advertised and
universally acclaimed! Nunn-Rush and Portage
shoes
$7.50 to $17.50

111

pt

